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MI-01
MICRO SET
Micro Set prepares the surface with special wetting agents that cut the oils
in new paint and converts the adhesive on the back of the decal to a stronger
and longer lasting one. In addition, Micro Set slightly softens the decal film to
make it more flexible so that it will conform better to the model's surface.

MI-02
MICRO SOL
Mirco Sol setting solution is for the most difficult irregular surfaces to be
found on models. It completely softens the Microscale Decal, allowing it to
drape down onto the surface of the model, comforming perfectly to surface
irregularities without distortion.

MI-03
MICRO COAT FLAT
This is one tough finish, and a real breakthrough in a modern formulation
of water reducible acrylic resin. For models that get a lot of handling this
is the answer.

MI-04
MICRO COAT GLOSS
This is one tough finish, and a real breakthrough in a modern formulation
of water reducible acrylic resin. For models that get a lot of handling this
is the answer.

MI-05
MICRO COAT SATIN
This is one tough finish, and a real breakthrough in a modern formulation
of water reducible acrylic resin. For models that get a lot of handling this
is the answer.

MI-06
MICRO WELD
There is nothing quite like Micro Weld styrene solvent cement.
You will find that application is very much different from, and easier than,
other cements. It is much more forgiving than other cements are, stronger
when dry, and will not craze clear plastic or tend to warp thin plastic parts
like other cements can. Since it will not “lift” most paints, it can be used to
repair models without repainting. No longer do parts need to be held together
while applying adhesive to the seams.
You will now have both hands free to position parts properly.

MI-07
MICRO MASK
Micro Mask is like masking tape in a bottle. Just apply it with a brush, let it dry,
and cut it to any shape you want with a sharp-pointed knife.
Peel out the part where you want to paint, leaving an outer stencil mask,
and paint with the method of you prefer.

MI-08
MICRO METAL FOIL ADHESIVE
Fact is that nothing looks like real metal except real metal. And Micro
Foil Adhesive is a very easy and inexpensive way to apply real metal in the
form of metal foil to your models.
The most common foil is ordinary household foil.

MI-09
MICRO KRISTAL KLEAR
If there was ever a modeler’s secret, this is it. Micro Kristal Klear can
do so many things that can make a big difference in the appearance of
your models. First, Micro Kristal Klear is a liquid that can be used to form
very real looking small windows up to about 1/4 in size. It is also an adhesive
for mounting clear plastic parts, windows, etc. on models.

MI-10
MICRO LIQUITAPE
Micro Liquidtape is a liquid adhesive that when applied to one side of a
part and allowed to dry, can be pressed on to another clean part where
it will stick firmly enough for a display model.

MI-11
MICROPREP
MicroPrep is a surface treatment applied to a difficult to bond surface
(Delrin, Celcon, etc.) prior to bonding and/or painting.

MI-11
MICRO LIQUID DECAL FILM
Every modeler and decal-user should have Micro Liquid Decal Film on
hand.Restore old decals by coating them with MI-12 Liquid Decal Film
before wetting.

